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Abstract 
Cloud computing has become the recent discussions among IT professionals. There are 
many benefits with using cloud services such as reducing cost, applications can be accessed 
anywhere and anytime, resources can be shared between companies. For using cloud 
services, company or people can choose between public cloud and private cloud. If they 
choose to use public cloud, that means company need to rent cloud services from cloud 
vendor. And using cloud services from cloud vendor need a contract that stated what 
services that will be delivered by the cloud vendor and what compensation will be given if 
such services do not met. That contract between client and cloud vendor is called Service 
Level Agreement (SLA). The aim for this research is to discover and analyze what SLA 
components that must be included when creating an SLA. The author will also have 
interviews with cloud vendor in Indonesia which is Biznet to gather a real data regarding 
Biznet SLA and Biznet‟s customer. In conclusion, the author will provide some 
components that are needed in SLA and a framework for Biznet SLA that has been created 
by the author. 
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